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Malthus at the Movies: Science, 
Cinema, and Activism around 
Z.P.G. and Soylent Green
by JESSE OLSZYNKO-GRYN and PATRICK ELLIS
Abstract: This article investigates cinema’s engagement with the Malthusian movement 
to control global overpopulation in the long 1960s. It examines the contested production 
and reception of Z.P.G.: Zero Population Growth (Michael Campus, 1972) and Soylent 
Green (Richard Fleischer, 1973) to shed new light on the nexus of science, activism, 
and the media. It argues that the history of the movement, usually reconstructed as an 
elite scientifi c and political discourse, cannot be fully understood without also taking into 
account mass-market entertainment.
T
he Science-Activism-Media Nexus. In the early 1970s, two Hollywood 
ÅTU[ XWZ\ZIaML \PM KWUQVO UQTTMVVQ]U I[ LM[XMZI\MTa W^MZKZW_LML
IVLXWTT]\MLNI[\Z]VVQVOW]\WN ZM[W]ZKM[IVL[XIKM*W\PZ.P.G.: Zero 
Population Growth 5QKPIMT +IUX][ ! IVL Soylent Green :QKPIZL
.TMQ[KPMZ!_MZMXZWL]K\[WN \PM¹5IT\P][QIVUWUMV\ºIJZQMN XMISQV\PM
TI\M ![ IVL MIZTa ![ WN  MV^QZWVUMV\IT KWVKMZV[ _Q\P _WZTL XWX]TI\QWV
OZW_\PIVLQ\[KWV\ZWTJ]\\PMaIT[WLQٺMZMLQV[QOVQÅKIV\_Ia[1 Z.P.G.QUIOQVML
I\W\ITQ\IZQIV[\I\M\PI\JIVVMLKPQTLJQZ\PWVXMVIT\aWN LMI\PNIZMLI[XWWZTaI\
\PMJW`WٻKMI[_Q\P KZQ\QK[ IVLJMKIUMMUJZWQTML QVIUIRWZ NZIKI[_Q\P \PM
OZI[[ZWW\[WZOIVQbI\QWVBMZW8WX]TI\QWV/ZW_\PB8/Soylent GreenMV^Q[QWVMLI
XW_MZN]T KWZXWZI\QWV \PI\XMZXM\]I\MLUI[[ KIVVQJITQ[UXMZNWZUML_MTT I\ \PM
JW` WٻKM IVL OMVMZITTa [I\Q[ÅML IK\Q^Q[\[ I[ I XWTQ\QKITTa VM]\MZML QN  XI[[IJTa
MKWTWOQKIT¹UM[[IOMºÅTU
 )T\PW]OP5IT\P][QIVMV^QZWVUMV\ITQ[U_I[I[U]KPIJW]\JQZ\PKWV\ZWTI[\PM
JQW[XPMZM [KPWTIZ[ PI^M OMVMZITTa NZIUML JW\P ÅTU[ QV \MZU[ TM[[ WN  ZMXZWL]K
\Q^MXWTQ\QK[ \PIVWN MV^QZWVUMV\ITQ[U)[MIZTaI[!  2WIV,MIV¼[ QVÆ]MV\QIT
1 See Thomas Robertson, The Malthusian Moment: Global Population Growth and the Birth of American 
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2 Joan F. Dean, “Between 2001 and Star Wars,” Journal of Popular Film and Television 7, no. 1 (1978): 32–41; 
David A. Kirby, Lab Coats in Hollywood: Science, Scientists, and Cinema (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2010), 
172–173.
3 James Chapman and Nicholas J. Cull, Projecting Tomorrow: Science Fiction and Popular Cinema (London: I. B. 
Tauris, 2013), 5.
4 See Noreena Hertz, The Silent Takeover: Global Capitalism and the Death of Democracy (New York: Free Press, 
2001), 236–237; Stephen Rust, “Hollywood and Climate Change,” in Ecocinema Theory and Practice, ed. Stephen 
Rust, Salma Monani, and Sean Cubitt (London: Routledge, 2013), 191–211.
5 James Leggott, “ZPG: Zero Population Growth,” Science Fiction Film and Television 3, no. 2 (2010): 335–338, 
335.
6 The major histories are Matthew Connelly, Fatal Misconception: The Struggle to Control World Population 
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2008); Derek S. Hoff, The Stork and the State: The Population Debate 
and Policy Making in US History (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2012); Robertson, Malthusian Moment; 
Alison Bashford, Global Population: History, Geopolitics, and Life on Earth (New York: Columbia University Press, 
2014); and Carole R. McCann, Figuring the Population Bomb: Gender and Demography in the Mid-Twentieth 
Century (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 2017).
7 Elisabet Björklund,  The Most Delicate Subject: A History of Sex Education Films in Sweden (Lund: University 
of Lund Publications, 2012); Manon Parry, Broadcasting Birth Control: Mass Media and Family Planning (New 
Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 2013); Birgit Schneider and Thomas Nocke, eds., Image Politics of 
Climate Change: Visualizations, Imaginations, Documentations (Bielefeld, Germany: Transcript, 2014); Finis 
Dunaway, Seeing Green: The Use and Abuse of American Environmental Images (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 2015).
8 See Eric Schaeffer, ed., Sex Scene: Media and the Sexual Revolution (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2014); 
Nick Hopwood, Peter Murray Jones, Lauren Kassell, and Jim Secord, “Introduction: Communicating Reproduction,” 
Bulletin of the History of Medicine 89, no. 3 (2015): 379–404; Jesse Olszynko-Gryn and Patrick Ellis, “‘A Machine 
for Recreating Life’: An Introduction to Reproduction on Film,” British Journal for the History of Science 50, no. 3 
(2017): 383–409.





UMLQI VM`][ QV \PM KI[M WN  5IT\P][QIV \PQVSQVO IJW]\ OTWJIT XWX]TI\QWV IVL Q\[
KWV\ZWT QV \PMMIZTa![?M [PW_PW_ÅTUIVLÅK\QWV_MZMVW\LW_V[\ZMIUWN 
MTQ\M [KQMV\QÅKIVLXWTQ\QKITLQ[KW]Z[M[<PMaLQLVW\ [QUXTaUQZZWZ \PM[MLQ[KW]Z[M[






Malthusians and Mass Communication in the Long 1960s.<PMTWVO![
IXWTQ\QKITTa\]U]T\]W][XMZQWLNZWU\PMUQL![\W\PMUQL![_I[UIZSMLJa
ILMMXMVQVOKZQ[Q[QV[KQMV\QÅKI]\PWZQ\a101\IT[W[I_IKWVÆ]MVKMWN [KQMVKMÅK\QWV¼[
M`XW[Q\WZa \MKPVQY]M[ IVL MKWTWOa¼[ KWVKMZV _Q\P \PM VMIZ M`\ZIXWTI\ML N]\]ZM11 
6W\WVTaLQLXZWNM[[QWVIT[KQMVKMÅK\QWV_ZQ\MZ[NWZMKI[\MKWTWOQKITLWWU#XZWUQVMV\
MKWTWOQ[\[IT[WÅK\QWVITQbML\PMQZW_VXZMLQK\QWV[<ISM:IKPMT+IZ[WV¼[;QTMV\;XZQVO 
!IVL8I]T-PZTQKP¼[The 8WX]TI\QWV*WUJ !  \PM\_WUW[\ QVÆ]MV\QITJWWS[






[KQMV\QÅK I]\PWZQ\a Ja XMVVQVO M^WKI\Q^M ÅK\QWVITQbML XZW[M )OZQK]T\]ZIT [KQMV\Q[\[
LQ[UQ[[ML ;QTMV\ ;XZQVO I[ [KQMVKM ÅK\QWV WV XIZ _Q\P <PM <_QTQOP\ BWVM _PQTM W\PMZ
M`XMZ\[WXMVTaLQ[IOZMML_Q\P+IZ[WV¼[LI\I13
9 Deron Overpeck, “‘Remember! It’s Only a Movie!’: Expectations and Receptions of The Day After (1983),” 
Historical Journal of Film, Radio and Television 32, no. 2 (2012): 267–292; Daniel Cordle, “‘That’s Going to 
Happen to Us. It Is’: Threads and the Imagination of Nuclear Disaster on 1980s Television,” Journal of British 
Cinema and Television 10, no. 1 (2013): 71–92; Tony Shaw, “‘Rotten to the Core’: Exposing America’s Energy-
Media Complex in The China Syndrome,” Cinema Journal 52, no. 2 (2013): 93–113.
10 Jon Agar, “What Happened in the Sixties?,” British Journal for the History of Science 41, no. 4 (2008): 567–600.
11 Karlheinz Steinmüller, “Science Fiction and Science in the Twentieth Century,” in Companion to Science in the 
Twentieth Century, ed. John Krige and Dominique Pestre (London: Routledge, 1997), 339–360.
12 M. Jimmie Killingsworth and Jacqueline S. Palmer, “Silent Spring and Science Fiction: An Essay in the History 
and Rhetoric of Narrative,” in And No Birds Sing: Rhetorical Analyses of Rachel Carson’s “Silent Spring,” ed. Craig 
Waddell (Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, 2000), 174–204; Lisa H. Sideris, “Fact and Fiction, Fear 
and Wonder: The Legacy of Rachel Carson,” Soundings 91, nos. 3–4 (2008): 335–369; Joshua David Bellin, “Us 
or Them! Silent Spring and the ‘Big Bug’ Films of the 1950s,” Extrapolation 50, no. 1 (2009): 145–168.
13 Gary Kroll, “The ‘Silent Springs’ of Rachel Carson: Mass Media and the Origins of Modern Environmentalism,” 
Public Understanding of Science 10, no. 4 (2001): 403–420, 418; Mark Hamilton Lytle, The Gentle Subversive: 
Rachel Carson, “Silent Spring,” and the Rise of the Environmental Movement (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2007), 173.
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 -PZTQKP¼[ JM[\ [MTTMZ _I[ X]JTQ[PML QV XIXMZJIKS Ja \PM ;QMZZI +T]J I _MTT
M[\IJTQ[PML MV^QZWVUMV\IT OZW]X QV XIZ\VMZ[PQX _Q\P *ITTIV\QVM *WWS[ SVW_V NWZ
X]JTQ[PQVOXWTQ\QKITTaMVOIOML[KQMVKMÅK\QWVITWVO[QLM[MZQW][VWVÅK\QWVLMITQVO_Q\P
[WKQITQ[[]M[[]KPI[KWV\ZIKMX\QWVV]KTMIZMVMZOaIVL\PMMV^QZWVUMV\14)J]\\MZÆa





W\PMZ[ PI^M VW\ML Q\ _I[ \PMJWWS¼[ ¹\ZIOQK IXWKITaX\QK QVÆMK\QWVº \PI\ ¹XZWL]KML
JW\PQ\[XPMVWUMVIT[]KKM[[IVLMVL]ZQVO[KIVLITº17









¹;\WX 0MQZ 8WTT]\QWVº IVL ¹5ISM 4W^M 6W\ *IJQM[º B8/ LQ[\ZQJ]\ML VM_[TM\\MZ[
IVLWZOIVQbMLTM\\MZ_ZQ\QVOKIUXIQOV[211\IT[WMLQ\MLIVL[]XXWZ\ML\PMX]JTQKI\QWV







14 Kenneth C. Davis, Two-Bit Culture: The Paperbacking of America (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1984), 331.
15 Paul R. Ehrlich, The Population Bomb (New York: Ballantine, 1968), 72.
16 Paul R. Ehrlich and Anne H. Ehrlich, “The Population Bomb Revisited,” Electronic Journal of Sustainable Devel-
opment 1, no. 3 (2009): 63–71, 67. For a contemporaneous critique of ecological doomsayers, including Carson 
and Ehrlich, see John Maddox, The Doomsday Syndrome (London: Professional Library, 1972).
17 Greg Garrard, Ecocriticism, 2nd ed. (New York: Routledge, 2012), 109.
18 “ZPG: A New Movement Challenges the U.S. to Stop Growing,” Life, April 17, 1970, 32–37; Shirley L. Radl, 
“Zero Population Growth, Inc.: Past, Present, and Future,” Biological Conservation 3, no. 1 (1970): 71–72; Wade 
Greene, “The Militant Malthusians,” Saturday Review, March 11, 1972, 40–49.
19 Paul Sabin, The Bet: Paul Ehrlich, Julian Simon, and Our Gamble over Earth’s Future (New Haven, CT: Yale Uni-
versity Press, 2013), 1–2.
20 Hoff, Stork and the State, 179, 320.
21 Hoff, Stork and the State, 180.
22 Rob Sauer, ed., Voyages: Scenarios for a Ship Called Earth (New York: Ballantine, 1971).
23 See Jon Adams, “Real Problems with Fictional Cases,” in How Well Do Facts Travel? The Dissemination of Reliable 
Knowledge, ed. Peter Howlett and Mary S. Morgan (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011), 167–192.
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M[[Ia NWZ \PM.MJZ]IZa! Q[[]MWN  \PMZPG National Reporter-TTMV8MKS TIUMV\ML
\PI\ LIa\QUM \MTM^Q[QWV¼[ ¹JQZ\P ZI\Mº ZQ^ITML ¹\PI\ WN  4I\QV )UMZQKI	º28 8MKS _PW






/QZT" 0MTTW 1¼U 2]La ;QVOMZ 1¼U XZM[QLMV\ WN  Ua \W_V¼[ KPIX\MZ WN  BMZW
8WX]TI\QWV/ZW_\P.WZW]ZKW]V\Za¼[[ISM¸IVLNWZW]ZKPQTLZMV¼[[ISM¸1
PWXM aW] _WV¼\ PI^M UWZM \PIV \_W KPQTLZMV 1N  \PMZM [PW]TL JM I VM_
JIJaI\aW]ZPW][M \PW]OP1¼L TQSM \W[]OOM[\aW]\ZaVM_ZMKaKTMLXIXMZ
8IUXMZ[JMKI][M[PW_[8IUXMZ[\PMaPI^MIVW]\MZIJ[WZJMV\TIaMZ\PI\
SMMX[JIJQM[LZaMZ29
 8MKS¼[ NIV\I[a ZM_ZQ\M OQ^M[][ I [MV[MWN B8/¼[ [\ISMVW\ WVTa QV \PM NI\M WN  \PM
JQW[XPMZM J]\ IT[W QV _WUMV¼[ ZMXZWL]K\Q^M KPWQKM[ IVL \PM ZMXZWL]K\Q^M VIZZI\Q^M[
24 “Using Voyages,” ZPG National Reporter, September 1971, 14.
25 “Using Voyages,” 14.
26 David E. James, “‘The Movies Are a Revolution’: Film and the Counterculture,” in Imagine Nation: The American 
Counterculture of the 1960s and ’70s, ed. Peter Braunstein and Michael William Doyle (New York: Routledge, 
2002), 275–303; Thomas Elsaesser, Alexander Horwath, and Noel King, eds., The Last Great American Picture 
Show: New Hollywood in the 1970s (Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2004).
27 See Steven Alan Carr, “On the Edge of Tastelessness: CBS, the Smothers Brothers and the Struggle for Control,” 
Cinema Journal 31, no. 4 (1992): 3–24, 4.
28 Ellen Peck, “Towards New Images,” ZPG National Reporter, February 1972, 8.
29 Peck, “Towards New Images,” 9. On Peck and childfree activism: Jenna Healey, “Rejecting Reproduction: The 
National Organization for Non-Parents and Childfree Activism in 1970s America,” Journal of Women’s History 28, 
no. 1 (2016): 131–156.





 8ZWL]KML QV!JaB8/¼[8WX]TI\QWV-L]KI\QWV8ZWRMK\ QV KWTTIJWZI\QWV_Q\P
;W]\PMZV=VQ^MZ[Q\aWN 1TTQVWQ[I\+IZJWVLITM?WZTL8WX]TI\QWV	LZIUI\QKITTaLMXQK\ML
\PMPQ[\WZaIVL N]\]ZMWN P]UIVXWX]TI\QWVOZW_\PI[LW\[ MIKPZMXZM[MV\QVOWVM
UQTTQWV XMWXTM U]T\QXTaQVO WV I _WZTL UIX ) [PWZ\ IVQUI\ML ÅTU Q\ WZQOQVITTa
KQZK]TI\MLWVUUÅTUNWZIZMV\ITNMMWN 30)ZM^Q[ML^ MZ[QWVKIUMW]\WV>0;QV
! !IVL\PM¹5QTTMVVQ]UMLQ\QWVºPI[JMMV^ QM_MLUQTTQWV[WN \QUM[[QVKMQ\_I[ÅZ[\
]XTWILML\WAW]<]JMQV31)N]Z\PMZ]XLI\MLMLQ\QWV][M[/1;[WN\_IZM
\W XTIKM \PM LW\[ IVL QVKT]LM[ TIVO]IOM \ZIKS[ QV )ZIJQK -VOTQ[P .ZMVKP 0QVLQ
5IVLIZQVIVL;XIVQ[P32)T\PW]OPVW\\PMÅZ[\ÅTU\W\PMUI\QbMW^MZXWX]TI\QWVQ\
PI[XZW^MLWVMWN \PMUW[\MVL]ZQVO
 5WZM \PIVILMKILMJMNWZM \PMUISQVOWN B8/¼[ KTI[[QK ¹LW\ºÅTUUQTTQWV[WN 
)UMZQKIV[ \]VML QV \W ¹<PM 8WX]TI\QWV -`XTW[QWVº !! IV I_IZL_QVVQVO
QV[\ITTUMV\ WN  +*; :MXWZ\[33 +IVILI¼[ 6I\QWVIT .QTU *WIZL XZWL]KML 8MWXTM Ja \PM
*QTTQWV[ ! IVL 8WX]TI\QWV -`XTW[QWV ! IVL \PM .WZL .W]VLI\QWV¼[ 6I\QWVIT
-L]KI\QWVIT <MTM^Q[QWV 6-< TI\MZ ZMXTIKML Ja 8*; JZWILKI[\ \PM [Q`XIZ\ [MZQM[
<PM 8WX]TI\QWV 8ZWJTMU QV ! The Squeeze ! I [PWZ\ M`XMZQUMV\IT ÅTU IJW]\
W^MZXWX]TI\QWV Ja \QUMTIX[M XQWVMMZ 0QTIZa 0IZZQ[ _WV I /WTLMV /I\M )_IZL
NWZJM[\ÅK\QWVI\ \PM;IV.ZIVKQ[KW.QTU.M[\Q^IT QV!)VLUW[\ NIUW][Ta \PM
8WX]TI\QWV+W]VKQTKWUUQ[[QWVML?IT\,Q[VMa¼[.IUQTa8TIVVQVO!I\MVUQV]\M







L]JJML LMUWOZIXPQKLa[\WXQIV WZ ¹LMUWLa[\WXQIVº _I[ VW\ WVTa X]JTQ[PML QV
XIXMZJIKSJ]\IT[WJZWILKI[\WVZILQWIVL\MTM^Q[QWV36.WTTW_QVO5IT\P][QIVMXQ[WLM[
30 See Elaine M. Murphy, “Teaching about Population,” American Biology Teacher 39, no. 9 (1977): 539–541.
31 World Population, millennium ed. (Population Connection, 2000), YouTube video, 7:31, posted by Bob Gum-
brecht, September 21, 2007, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4BbkQiQyaYc.
32 World Population Video, 5:46, Population Education, A Program of Population Connection, accessed April 9, 
2018, https://populationeducation.org/curriculum-and-resources/world-population-video/.
33 Carole R. McCann, “Figuring the Population Explosion: Demography in the Mid-Twentieth Century,” Feminist 
Media Histories 3, no. 3 (2017): 30–56.
34 Parry, Broadcasting Birth Control, 1, 89–90.
35 “The Population Council: The Disney Film on Family Planning,” Studies in Family Planning 1, no. 26 (1968), 
unpaginated.
36 Andreu Domingo, “Demodystopias: Prospects of Demographic Hell,” Population and Development Review 34, no. 
4 (2008): 725–745. For a somewhat different and longer view of cinema’s engagement with demography, see 
Justin Sully, “Cinema and Demography,” Screen 16, no. 1 (2015): 133–141; Sully, “On the Cultural Projection 
of Population Crisis: The Case of The Omega Man,” Criticism 58, no. 1 (2016): 87–113.
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37 See Michael Smith, “The Short Life of a Dark Prophecy: The Rise and Fall of the ‘Population Bomb’ Crisis, 
1965–1975,” in Fear Itself: Enemies Real and Imagined in American Culture, ed. Nancy Lusignan Schultz (West 
Lafayette, IN: Purdue University Press, 1998), 331–354.
38 Michael McKenna, The ABC Movie of the Week: Big Movies for the Small Screen (Lanham, MD: Scarecrow 
Press, 2013), 69. See further Douglas Gomery, “Television, Hollywood, and the Development of Movies Made-for- 
Television,” in Regarding Television: Critical Approaches—An Anthology, ed. E. Ann Kaplan (Los Angeles: Univer-
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57 “Zero Population Growth Crisis Alert,” February 17, 1972, Paul Ehrlich Papers (SC0223).
58 “Zero Population Growth Crisis Alert.”
Figure 1. Consecutive screen shots of the contemplated 
abortion scene in Z.P.G. (Paramount, 1972), a dramatic 
turning point in the reproductive narrative of the film. The 
novel explains that the “electronic aborting device . . . had 
replaced the Pill, since by using it there wasn’t the remot-
est possibility of any unpleasant side effects.” Ehrlich, 
Edict, 68.
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Figure 2. Accompanying the paradoxical tagline—
“The time is tomorrow and there’s no time left”—the 
poster for Z.P.G. (Paramount, 1972) includes a cluster 
of vignettes from the film. Against the backdrop of a 
crowded planet, the bell-bottomed protagonists resist 
apprehension by a giant dome; a living child is being 
pointed to while a robot child is thrown; above, drones 
circle. These images are a visual précis of the film.
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89 Raymond, From My Cold, Dead Hands, 223.
90 Charlton Heston, In the Arena: An Autobiography (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1995), 476.
91 Brosnan, Future Tense, 200. See Dennis Fischer, Science Fiction Film Directors, 1895–1998 (London: McFar-
land, 2000), 196.
92 Harrison, “Beginning of the Affair,” 93.
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93 Review of Soylent Green in Variety, April 18, 1973, 22.
94 See Jonathan Swift, A Modest Proposal and Other Writings (London: Penguin, 2009).
95 Fischer, Science Fiction Film Directors, 195. 
96 For the food context, see Warren Belasco, “Algae Burgers for a Hungry World? The Rise and Fall of Chlorella 
Cuisine,” Technology and Culture 38, no. 3 (1997): 608–634.
97 Soylent Green script, August 10, 1972, Charlton Heston papers, Margaret Herrick Library.
98 See David A. Kirby, “Regulating Cinematic Stories about Reproduction: Pregnancy, Childbirth, Abortion and 
Movie Censorship in the US, 1930–1958,” British Journal for the History of Science 50, no. 3 (2017): 451–472.
99 Brosnan, Future Tense, 200.
100 Harry Harrison, “A Cannibalized Novel Becomes Soylent Green,” in Omni’s Screen Flights / Screen Fantasies: 
The Future according to Science Fiction Cinema, ed. Danny Pearly (New York: Doubleday, 1984), 143–146, 
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;WaTMV\/ZMMVKZIKSMZ[LQLPW_M^MZZM[WVI\M_Q\PKWV\MUXWZIVMW][IV`QM\QM[IJW]\
\PM )UMZQKIV LQM\ IVL KWZZ]X\QWV QV \PM NWWL QVL][\Za ?PMV Soylent Green _I[ QV
XZWL]K\QWV:ITXP6ILMZIVLPQ[¹:IQLMZ[ºIOZW]XWN KWTTMOM[\]LMV\[IVLaW]VO
101 Harrison also had plastic bags removed from view in the name of realism; plastic, he explained, “is a petroleum 
product and all the world’s petroleum had been used up by this time. The bags were instantly whisked away”: 
Harrison, “Cannibalized Novel,” 144.
102 Harrison, “Cannibalized Novel,” 145.
103 Mitchell Stephens, The Rise of the Image, the Fall of the Word (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999), 
136–137.
104 Barry Keith Grant, 100 Science Fiction Films (Houndsmills, UK: Palgrave Macmillan, 2013), 143–144; Craig W. 
Anderson, Science Fiction Films of the Seventies (Jefferson, NC: McFarland), 53. Vivian Sobchack, in her classic 
history of American science fiction films, argued that Soylent Green was “at its visual best when convincing us 
that small things (a tomato, running tap water) are wondrous and strange.” See Sobchack, Screening Space: The 
American Science Fiction Film (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 1987), 131.
Figure 3. Unlike many science fiction films of the 
1970s, the poster for Soylent Green (MGM, 1973) 
pictures not an advanced transportation infrastruc-
ture but the future of riot control. The “scoop” trucks 
shown here are meant to disperse the angry, hungry, 
overpopulated mob. Thorn (Heston) flees the scoops, 
but his neckerchief, the only green in the poster 
apart from the title, is the albatross around his neck, 
standing for his knowledge of the cannibalism that is 
Soylent Green.
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apocalypse.
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